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Fleago (My made up character!) Got a new tv that sucked up the crew! Will they ever get out? Please
read!
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1 - A strange tv

Sonic was running around the block when he saw Fleago carrrying a HUGE tv. "Hey Fleago, need some
help?"
"Good morning and yes please." "Ok,I'm coming." "Thank you." They both carried it. Amy was peering
on them
through a bush. "Grrrr...That Fleago stealing my dear Sonic." What Amy was thinking was pathetic.Sonic
and Fleago
finally made it to the house. "Thank you for helping me" "No prob." Sonic liked Fleago.... a lot. Sonic
blushed a teenie tiny
bit. "*GASP* What if Sonic likes her back?" "You could come in if you'd like." "Sure!" Sonic walked in.
"Wanna watch some
tv?" "Sure." She turned it on. There was this Dr. Eggman face on the tv. "Sonic, I have made another
plan to destroy the world! You are going to be sucked in the tv in 5,4,3,2,1,0!" Both Sonic and Fleago's
particals appeared.
They went in the tv. Knuckles was walking to Fleago's house because he knew Sonic would be there.
Rouge apeared.
"Not you again." "Where are you going?" "Fleago's house." "Can I come with you?" "I guess." "Were
almost there." "Duh."
They knocked on Fleago's door and no answer. They went inside. "The tv has Dr
Eggmaaaaaaaaaaaan!!!" He got sucked up
in the tv. "Hey wait uuuuuuuupppppppppp!!!!!!!!!" She got sucked inside too. Now Cream and Tails were
walking down
the sidewalk to Fleago's house. They entered the house. "Hello?" "Nobody is here." "Well heres why
they aren't here
because AHHHHHHHHHH!!!!" Tails got sucked in too. So did Cream. Amy entered Fleago's house and
got sucked in.
"AHHHHHHHH!!!!!" With Sonic and Fleago..... "Wha....?" "We're in a soap opera." "Uhhhhhhh, I think we
have to act dramatic."
They saw 2 other people kissing. "Ewww..." Sonic and Fleago went to the next channel. Knuckles and
Rouge were in Spongebob.
"I'm Spongebob! Hey you don't look like fish." "Ummmmm, Ahem I'm a fish wearing a costume! So is
Rouge." "Hey!"
"Are you new in town?" "Yea... let's go with that." "This is Patrick." "Hi." "A starfish?" "Yep." "Ummm,
We'll be on our way.
"Ok see ya later then." Tails and Cream was on the Animal Planet channel. "Wow! This looks so
scientific!" "Yep!" There was chemistry.
"Wow! I'm going to use this plasma stuff!" Tails got a plastic bag and put the plasma in. Now Amy was
on Fiddle Sticks. "Cool!
A chocolate bar!" She took it and ate it. "Bleck! Peanuts!" She spit it out. Then Sonic and Fleago were in
the shopping channel.
"Now this neckalace is only $29.99!" "Some cheap jewlery." "Yea." They suddenly heard a voice. "Guys!
Do you read me?" "Tails?"
"Yep! Hey do they have robot parts on that shopping Channel? Heres what they are!" 5 hours later....



"And thats it!" "*Snore..* Huh?
Oh yeah interesting!" "Ok then heres more things! And they are-" "OK! I KNOW!" "Ok! Bye!" "I think we
better get going,Sonic."
"Ok." Knuckles and Rouge were on the Fairly Odd parents. "I wish- Uh oh! Wanda, Cosmo, Hide!" "Huh?
Where are we?" "The Fairly
Odd Parents?" "What are these animal thingys?" "Grrrr......Im Knuckles you little brat!" "I'm Rouge the
bat.The best jewel hunter!" "Uhhhh..
..." Timmy's eye twitches. Cosmo and Wanda stared out from the fishbowl. "Wow! There are strange
looking things!" Wanda-"Be quiet you
idiot! We'll be found out!" Timmy walked away. "Ahem... We'll be going now." "Yea..." Tails and Cream
were on adult swim. Inuyshua was on.
"Ack! A bad channel!" "Run away!" Amy was on Rolly Poly. "AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!" "I'm Rolly
Poly Olley!" "Hi! Im leaving!" "Uhhhhh
....Nice to meet you leaving!" "Bye!" Sonic and Fleago is on the wheel of fortune. "Welcome to the wheel
of fortune!" Sonic spun the wheel
and it landed on $99,000.00. "I HIT THE JACKPOT!" "Guess a letter!" "K!" "Correct! Guess some more
letters!" "R,A,N,O,U,G,E,U,C, and it's
Knuckles and Rouge is on...... Rugrats?" "Correct!" "Here is your money-" "Sorry we have to go!"
"Nooooo!!!!!!!" Knuckles and Rouge
are now on Rugrats! Please read the next channel! Thank you! To be continued.....



2 - When will this ever end?

Well Knuckles and Rouge were in Rugrats last time we left off. "Wha?" There were these babys like
Tommy,
Chuckie,Angelica,Phil and Lil, Kimmie and the others. "Guys we have to go on a adventures!"
"Uhhhhhh....Babys?"
"Yea. They're so cute." "Well I'm not wasting my time." "Wait up!" Tails and Cream were on the ghost
stories channel. Cream
was petrified with fear. "Cream?" "S-Scary stories!" They went to the next channel. Amy was on Barnie.
"Hello! Im barnie!" "Uh-
oh. What channel am I on?" She went to the next channel. Sonic and Fleago saw a Dr. Eggman head.
"Mua ha ha ha ha! You will
never defeat me and you will be stuck on television, FOREVER!!" "Of course! With a big mouth like that
we'll never make it."
"SILENCE! This plan shall NOT fail! Mua ha ha ha!!" "Dr. Eggman is a big mouth." "You got that right!"
Knuckles and
Rouge were now in Avatar the last airbender. "Cool! I know kung fu!" "Ummmm you might wanna be
quiet." Ang was there. Ang-"
Wow! New people! Wait they don't look like 'people' " "We're aliens!" "Oh brother." "What?!
Ahhhhhhhhh!!!" Ang ran off."What's his
problem?" "Hey Knux! Tails made something to let us talk to eachother." "Uh, ok then." "Bye." "See ya."
Tails and Cream met up
with those no signal things. "*Gasp!* No signal!" "What will we do?" "I guess we just wait until it
disapears!" They just sat there. Now Amy
is in Care bears. "I NEED to find Sonic!" "Ahhhhhhhhh!!!" Fleago and Sonic were on Pokemon.
"Nintendo pals!" Ash-"Pikachu! I choose you!"
"Pikachu!"Sonic got in the middle of the fight. "Guaa!!" "What a shame..." Now Knuckles and Rouge was
on Danny Phantom. "Huh? There are ghosts in the air." "Yea." Danny Phantom was beating up the
ghosts. "Now that HAS to pack a punch!"
Danny glanced at Knuckles and Rouge and thought they were ghosts. He was really beating up
Knuckles. "ROUGE! DO SOMETHING
ABOUT THIS!" "Ummm....I'll just watch." "WHAT?!" When Danny got tired he stopped beating up
Knuckles and
he flew away. Knuckles had a black eye. "Shoot! I let that boy get away!" They went to the next channel.
Tails and Cream was on the
food channel next. "Mmmmm..... That looks good huh, Tails?" "Yea! Heres how it works!" "Ummm, I
don't need to know." Cheese
was eating ALL the parmasion cheese. "Chao chao!" They went to the next channel. Ummm... I'm just
gonna skip Amy.
Sonic and Fleago were now on SonicX. "Cool! my own favorite show!" "Cool!" Dr. Eggman was plotting a
plan to destroy the
world. Oh Yeah! I LOVE SONICX! They went to the next channel. Now Knux and Rouge were on Jimmy
Neutron. "Wow! look
at all these inventions!" Suddenly Tails's voice popped up. "Where!" "In the show were on." "Awwww



man... Hey bring me
back a few inventions! Thank you!" "Isn't that stealing, Rouge?" "Ugh yeah. But don't worry about that!
I'm good at stealing."
Rouge stole a Rocket pack, a cheese ray, a cute mini robot and other inventions. They heard something.
"Hide!" They hid in
a small cube. They came out and put the inventions they stole in the cube. "Oooooo.....A pyramid."
Actually it was the game pymarid.
They put it in the cube. They went to the next channell. Jimmy went down the stairs and saw that some
of his inventions were missing.
"NOOOOOOO!!!!!!" Now Tails and Cream are on the Discovery channel. They were hearing about
UFO's. "*gulp* Scary." "What
did you see on that UFO sighting?" "I-It was creepy." The two people were just talkitive. "Interesting!"
Tails and Cream went to the next
channel before a UFO was going to suck them up. Once again, I'm skipping Amy. No offence Amy fans.
Now Sonic and Fleago
are on Kirby Right Back At Ya. "Cool!" Kirby apeared in front of Sonic. "Puyo!" "Oh hey Kirby." "Awwww,
hi kirby" Sonic and Fleago
rode on star to go to the next channel. Now what channel is Knuckles and Rouge on? Find out next
channel! To be continued.....



3 - Gotta love tv!

Knuckles and Rouge found a teleport station. 2 in fact. "We better split." "Yea...." Dr. Eggman's voice
appeared.
"Only one of these are the right one. If you enter the wrong one you will never get out of television. Mua
ha ha ha ha ha ha!"
"Eenie,meenie miney,mo.Catch a tiger by it's toe.If he hollars let him go. Eenie meenie miny MO!" "Lets
go
through the 2nd on Knuckles!" "Trust me!" Rouges eyes were shining. "Ummmm... ok." They went
through it.
"You guessed.....right?!" "Ha! Dr. Eggman you didn't think we would get fooled that easily!" "NOOOO!!!"
Eggman disapeared out of there. Now they were in the channel that has Anime Unleashed on it. G4.If
your
interested in watching it, it comes on at weekdays at 1:00am and 1:30am. If you can't stay up that late
try to wake up early at 5:00am and 5:30am. "AAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!" They were in Last Exile. Now Tails
and Cream is in the History channel. "Cool! Look at the settlers!" Tails was working on a teleport to get
out
of the tv. Sonic's voice apeared out of nowhere. "Whatcha doin Tails?" "I'm building a teleport to
get out of the tv!" "But we have to meet up with eachother." "Yes, we have to or else we will stay in
here forever. "Cream's right." Amy suddenly appeared next to Cream. "Wha? How'd you get here Amy?"
"I dunno." "I guess she has to adventure with us." They saw a war and before something knocked Amy
out they went to the next channel. Fleago and Sonic was on the Classics. They were on Felix the cat.
(Hope ya know your classics!) Felix saw Sonic and Fleago. They looked like they were made
from the classics. "Hi! I'm Felix!" "I have to defeat the professer's evil plans!" "I'm Sonic, Have
you seen somebody with a weird looking mustactch and he's bald. "Oh! I think he went that
way last time I saw him! He was building something...Well, good luck!" "Thanks. We'll need it."
Fleago suddenly interupted. "Wait! What did the thing look like that he was making?" "It
looked a lot like a radiation tv." "Okay." They advanced to the next channel. You must know what
they're on. There was a small ship fight. "Ahhhhhhh!! Lets get outta here!" Now Amy,Tails, and Cream
was on the worlds most funniest animals. There was a cat who played with a tree thinking it's a mouse.
"Ha ha! Thats funny. A kid was picking his nose. He blew his nose and mucas came out of his nose.
Tails found a quarter. "Oooo! A quarter!" He ducked to pick it up. It hit Cream. "Ewwww!" A few minutes
later
she was coughing and sneezing. She didn't look to well. Tails took her temperature. "Oh my! 103!"
"OMG! We have
to do something!" "I have to get snakes venom to make medicine." "*Wheeze* *Cough* *Sneeze*" Tails
built a hovering bed.
They went to the next channel. Now Sonic and Fleago was on bugs bunny. "Whats up doc?" Bugs
Bunny was eating
a carrot. "Ummmm... hi?" Sonic whispered to Fleago. "I bet he would like Cream." "Heh, you're right."
They
advanced to the next channel. Now Knuckles and Rouge were on Magical Shopping Arcade
Abenoboshi.
Sasshi was being an idiot. Arumi was getting mad. "Hey,you have'nt seen a fat bald guy with a mustatch



have
you. "Nope, ask Sasshi." "Who?" "Him." "Have you seen this guy-" "Yes I have!" "He was making
something weird."
"Really?" "Yes! (You're retarted ,man)" They went to the next channel. To be continued.........
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